Shorter product life cycles as well as growing range of product varieties are shifting the product development in the focus. Furthermore, risks of new developments can be reduced by evaluating different solutions. An effective instrument for the validation of different concepts and designs is simulation. Nowadays, there is a huge drawback in the area of fluid simulations. Tools used in the area of Computations Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have two disadvantages: on the one hand it takes a lot of effort to prepare the simulation; on the other hand, the computational execution of simulation takes a long time. Thus, fluids are mainly simulated in special cases like aerodynamics, not in special cases like filling processes because of not being economical. We present a new approach for simulating fluids in the early phases of the product development process based on existing Lagrangian methods. In addition a new method for a fast generation and modification of simulation models is described. We evaluate the new method for online simulation in an example showing a design process with a real-time simulation of the design, which is updated online. Thus, the design of products is supported by the What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get approach, helping to reduce the effort put into different concepts.
Simulation in product development
Today, the development of new products in the field of machinery and plant simulation is influenced by several challenges. Increasing globalization compels companies to face all competitors worldwide. Furthermore, gaining individualization and diversification of products in combination with shortening product life cycles focus the product development as a key competence. [1] 1. 1 
. Simulation in product design
Thus, improving the product development is a key to maintain and grow a successful position in the market. Simulation is established in many phases, e.g. Finite Element Methods to evaluate tolerances and stress limits of parts [2] . Utilizing such methods leads has several advantages [3] :
Faster testing cycles, as parameters can be adjusted with reasonable effort. Economizing product development, as almost no real costly experiments have to be conducted. Thus, with the aid of simulation, the whole product development can be executed faster and more reliable, as the functionality can be evaluated easily. Furthermore, the quality of the final product can be increased due to exploring the whole solution space.
Principles of simulations in the early design
In that context, since the early design in the product development process offers the greatest impact on possibilities of influencing the product itself, this phase has a great impact of the quality and cost of the final product [4] . Thus, this phase can benefit best by simulation methods. Based on Digital Mock Ups (DMU), 3D models of prototypes, these simulations are often used as an instrument for the validation of different concepts and designs [5] . In contrast to simulations in the later phases of product development, fast results of tendencies are focused. In addition, the different solution ideas can be prototypically tested without huge effort. Accordingly, a neutral evaluation with first test results can be performed to choose the application-specific best solution.
Simulation of fluids
Today, in engineering tasks fluids are simulated using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods. These commercial fluid simulations lack of several characteristics needed in the early design. Examples are an easy and fast problem modelling process as well as a fast execution for fast results, which help to understand process tendencies [6] . Thus, fluid simulations are only used in special cases like aerodynamics [7] .
Motivation
Thus, simulation is a valid and helpful tool in product development. Its value increases especially in the early design phase due to the high impact of this phase. In addition, many applications do not use CFD methods because of the high effort needed [8] .
Thus a method is needed, which lowers the manual work and creates fast results of the fluid behavior. An example for such a process is a filling machine. The process of fluids in a bottle is quite hard to model because of its moving boundaries. But there are many facts of interest. For example the optimization of the filling processes itself or the transport behavior of the fluid in the bottle. Another use case is the behavior in case of an emergency stop.
Thus, this kind of machines would greatly benefit of simulations evaluating the functionality, but still lack of them because of the high effort.
Today's Engineering Process and CFD simulations

Product development in early design
In literature many different methods and theories about product developments processes are known [4, 9] . Most of them agree in the fact, that at the early phases a conceptual design has to be conducted. A conceptual design is "the combination of tasks starting with product design definitions and modeling by using precise and neutral concepts coming form needs or ideas" [10] . Thus, after an analysis of the problem, general concepts are synthesized. Afterwards, the whole solution space gets evaluated und compared. The evaluation is a critical step, as on the one hand data has to be collected to base the evaluation on real data; on the other hand the number of different solution limit the possibilities of testing.
CFD simulations
Thus, the advantages of simulations are well suited for the needs of product development. Today, a simulation run can be divided into four phases: First a concept is designed (DMU). Having a DMU finished, the whole simulation gets prepared and executed afterwards. Last but not least, the results can be analyzed and evaluated [11] . If any misconfiguration of the simulation happened or any adaption of the DMU is needed, the whole process has to be executed again. The reuse of the already defined simulation model is only possible to a limited extend. Thus, a lot of effort has to be put into the preparation of simulation model. Fig. 1 shows a standard process in a simple example focusing the dedicated simulation runs in contrast to the evolving DMUs reusing already generated data. [11] Focusing the simulation of fluids, the detailed process is strongly dependent on the CFD method used. In general, The solving method can be divided by the discretization of the fluid domain. While eulerian methods perform its calculations on stationary reference points, lagrangian methods follow the movement of the substance. Furthermore, the methods can be subdivided into meshless and meshed methods. [12] In engineering cases, most often the solving algorithms are based on meshed fluid domains [11] . These meshes are predefined and fixed [13] and have great influence on the computations time as well as on the solution precision [14] . Because of the big influence of the mesh quality [16] , methods like adaptive mesh refinement help to adapt the mesh during a simulation run to adapt on given states [16] . Used solution algorithms in meshed domains starting with the highest solution resolution and longest calculation times are Direct Numerical Simulations [17] , Large Eddy Simulation [18] and the Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes method [19] , which is commonly used in industry.
But some problems like free surfaces and multiphase flows still remain a big problem [20] . In contrast to the well-known meshed methods, meshless methods can handle these problems better because of their inherent discretization scheme [21] . The reason for this is, that in meshed methods a remeshing has to be performed each time a boundary changes. As meshless methods discretize using virtual particles which move around following the fluid flow, the boundaries are always represented directly. In addition meshless methods offer other advantages [12] like easier parallelization of the calculations, which copes today's computer hardware developments [22] . Thus, meshless methods gain a fast growing interest in the scientific community [23] .
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method
One of the most commonly used and quite well known meshless method is the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. SPH was initially developed as a solution method for astrophysical problems [24, 25] and is based on kernel density estimation. Although SPH is statistical method [26] , it's proven that its error is smaller than in pure statistic functions Monte-Carlo methods [27] . The advancement of the basic method for solving fluid dynamic problems with free surfaces is the weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH) [27] . On this basis, further advancements were made in precision [28] and performance up to real time [29] . In addition, the validity and precision of SPH in comparison to meshed methods is already proven [30] .In WCSPH, each particle caries a mass m, velocity v and has further quantities like location or problem specific quantities. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equation is solved in different steps. For example, the density of at a particle location is , ab b a W m (1) where denotes
with h being the smoothing length and the distance between the particles a and b. Further quantities are obtained by summation involving the kernel or its derivatives, e.g. a common pressure gradient term is
where is the pressure at particle a and the gradient with respect to the position a. [30] 3. Online simulation of fluids
Motivation for an online simulation
In summary, the following facts about simulation in product development can be emphasized:
Simulation is an established method in product development. Especially in early design, which denotes the final product to a high proportion, simulation can help to make principal decisions. Commonly used CFD-simulations take a lot of effort for a single simulation run. The simulation methods currently used by engineers are based on static meshes and have difficulties in modelling changing boundaries appearing in multiphase flows or free surfaces. Meshfree methods offer a way to simulate these use cases and has already been conducted, e. g. using WCSPH.
Because of these facts a different method to support the early design phase of product development processes is needed.
Modification of the design process
Thus, in order to evaluate different concepts of manufacturing systems with fluidic processes, we propose a method for online, real time simulations of fluids, which helps engineers to evaluate the whole solution space in early design. Furthermore, the focus of this publication is the modification process of the geometries. In this context online defines the instantaneous adaption of the simulation model triggered by changes in DMUs. Fig. 2 shows the desired engineering process. The basis development cycle of each single DMU, created with CAD-systems, basically remains identical. In contrast to today's process, only a single simulation run gets started. If changes in the DMU get recognized, the parameters and geometries in the simulation get adapted automatically. Thus, the simulation and its model evolve in common mode with the advancements of the DMU.
Therefore, the method automatically adapts the simulated geometry and engineers can validate and modify early designs very fast. Utilizing real time simulations of SPH [28] the What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG) approach with all its benefits can be reached.
Online modification of geometries
With online changing the geometries in a simulation, unexpected and critical dependencies can appear between the geometry and the simulated fluid. Basically, every single geometry component of the simulation, which defines a solid domain in the simulation domain, can remain constant or gets changed. If the component gets changed, two cases have to be considered:
Appending a new solid domain into the simulation or removing an already existing solid domain. Furthermore, the two cases do not preclude each other, e.g. a component gets some parts added and a new hole is virtually drilled. Breaking it down to basic representations of geometries, the following cases can appear (links refer to Fig. 3 ):
Vertices can change their coordinates (1) . New vertices can appear (2) . Vertices can disappear (3) . Edges (interconnections between two vertices) can appear (4) . Edges can disappear (5) . Edges can change the referenced vertices (6) .
The modifications of the DMUs get transferred to the simulation domain instantly and thus, have to be considered instantly. As the simulation is executed, it is undefined where the fluid is. In the case of subtracting solid domain or keeping it constant, there is no direct influence to the fluid itself. On the contrary, in cases of adding new sold domains it has to be considered whether the fluid gets affected by the changes or not. If fluid is already at the location the new solid domain gets added, there are two possibilities to react:
Deleting the fluid, that gets captured by the solid geometry. Letting the solid grow, thus the fluid gets pushed back slowly.
The handling of this modification issue is application dependent and thus, user defined. In general, if the scenario of investigation focuses the absolute mass, the push back growing method is preferred. In other respects, deleting can be preferred because of the instant transition period of the geometry modification. If both of the possibilities are not applicable, a reset of the fluid to the starting conditions is inevitable.
Furthermore, it is important, that the modifications of the geometry have to be performed outside of the general solution process to prevent undefined simulation states.
Implementation of the method
In order to demonstrate the online simulation of fluids in early design, the method has been implemented. In general, the method works for meshfree methods.
Online modification of geometries
We demonstrate its functionality using the WCSPH algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the basic main loop representing a single timestep of the simulation.
First, the DMU composed of geometries , each of which is an assembly of components and designed using standard CAD-Tools, gets updated. As the weighting function of the SPH method is strongly dependent on distances between particles and single particles are only influenced by a specific, surrounding volume, the fluid particles get sorted to fasten the further calculation steps. Based on the resulting neighbor list, the density and pressure at the location of all particles get calculated. After these preparatory calculations, the acting force of each particle gets computed. The force is compounded by pressure , actual velocity and external forces like gravity or boundary conditions. The latter computations are the determination of the new velocity and Because of the change of particle positions in every timestep, a creation of a particle neighbor list is needed anyway. Thus, the geometry update needed for an online simulation does not affect the WCSPH algorithm directly.
Geometry updates
As the update of a simulation model can take a lot of time, the update of geometries, triggered by changes of the DMUs, gets prepared in a separate thread. Thus, a disturbance of the performance of the actual simulation is excluded. Algorithm 2 in Fig. 5 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm. The preparation thread sleeps until any geometry gets changed. Being waken up, the responsible geometry gets analyzed component-wise in three steps. This is needed as the geometry can change in different ways.
The first routine is the comparison of all of the vertices of the solid to detect possible changes of the vertices coordinate. Furthermore, the adding of new vertices gets detected. Thus, the method acts in the perspective of the new geometry data. Afterwards, the information of the solid faces gets compared with the existing geometry. If differences appear, the information is stored for further calculations. Having checked all of the face information, the relevance of the vertices gets checked. As the solid gets defined by its surfaces, only vertices with interconnections remain relevant for the simulation geometry. The rest can be deleted. Having executed these precomputations, the new component gets generated.
Having almost all computations effort outsourced into a separate thread, the actual updating of the geometry (algorithm 3 in Fig. 5 ) can be performed fast. In addition a handling method gets executed offering both possibilities of handling with the fluid in possible net solid domain.
Use-Case
The described method for an online simulation using SPH method was tested prototypically. The chosen scenario is the modification in the level of detail of a bowl shown in Fig. 6 . The first bowl with 512 faces is added initially. Afterwards, a sequential modification with rising level of detail up to 6100 faces is conducted.
Due to case individual specifics a general use-case is not possible. This example was chosen of several reasons: The constant basic form of the bowl enables a comparability of the different geometries. Furthermore, because of its evolving shape all cases like adding and deleting vertices turn up and thus, representing a mean of adding and modification of vertices and faces.
The use case was performed on a computer with an Intel Core i7-3770. Due to having the whole simulation executed on the graphics processor, the whole computation power could be utilized for the simulation model modification and the fluid simulation itself can be left out in this evaluation. Table 1 shows the resulting time of the updates showing, that ~90 % of the computations could be outsourced to a parallel thread (geometry preparation). This way having the geometry updated to a new DMU, the simulation itself only gets delayed for about 0.01 s to 0.11 s, which only appears like a short lag in real time simulations.
Summary
A method for simulating fluids in the early design is shown, which copes the challenges of early design. Thus, the method describes a way to update the simulation model in a running fluid simulation. Furthermore, a possible algorithm is shown and conducted on a use case, which shows the functionality of a real time online fluid simulation. In addition, the paper describes a way to reduce possible lags by ~90 % outsourcing of the precomputations to a separate thread. Further research will be about an adaptive adaption of the level of details of the geometries to improve the performance of the SPH algorithms. Moreover, the modification of the fluid itself will be reviewed.
